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ABSTRACT

Music recommendation and discovery is an important MIR
application with a strong impact in the music industry, but
most music recommendation systems are still quite generic
and without much musical knowledge. In this paper we
present a web-based software application that lets users in-
teract with an audio music collection through the use of
musical concepts that are derived from a specific musical
culture, in this case Carnatic music. The application in-
cludes a database containing information relevant to that
music collection, such as audio recordings, editorial infor-
mation, and metadata obtained from various sources. An
analysis module extracts features from the audio record-
ings that are related to Carnatic music, which are then used
to create musically meaningful relationships between all
of the items in the database. The application displays the
content of these items, allowing users to navigate through
the collection by identifying and showing other informa-
tion that is related to the currently viewed item, either by
showing the relationships between them or by using cul-
turally relevant similarity measures. The basic architecture
and the design principles developed are reusable for other
music collections with different characteristics.

1. INTRODUCTION

The research being performed within the CompMusic [14]
project aims to provide new technologies, interfaces and
navigation methods for browsing music collections from
specific music cultures. In particular we are working with
several non-western music traditions and are taking ad-
vantage of their specific characteristics to promote an ap-
proach in MIR that emphasises the use of domain knowl-
edge in every step of the research project.

Our research goal is to extract musically meaningful de-
scriptions from audio recordings by using as much contex-
tual information as possible. From these descriptions we
can develop similarity measures between all the entities
that have been identified in a particular music collection.

Several music navigation and discovery systems have
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been proposed in the last few years [8, 9, 15]. Although
differing in visualisation aspects, they all share the notion
of computing audio similarity for music discovery. Other
systems, like the Sonic Visualiser [2], are designed for vi-
sualising low-level and mid-level audio features. One of
the main advantages of Sonic Visualiser is that it allows
the integration of third party algorithms through the use of
plug-ins. More recently, Goto et al. proposed Songle [3],
a system that, among other things, allows users to actively
listen to audio while visualising musical scene descriptors
by engaging them in correcting estimation errors of the ex-
tracted audio features.

Some of these systems make use of related semantic
information from the Internet and other sources, however
none use cultural-specific information to build a compre-
hensive music listening experience.

In this paper we introduce Dunya, a system that allows
users to explore a given music collection and discover mu-
sically relevant relationships between all the items that have
a musical relevance. The name Dunya means world 1 in
several languages of the cultures that we are studying. In
Dunya we are emphasising the concepts of exploration and
similarity based on cultural specificity and the design of
the interface and of the system architecture emphasises this
idea.

For this first version of Dunya we are focusing on Car-
natic music, the classical music tradition of the south of
India. In the next sections we will describe the architecture
of the Dunya system, including the types and the sources
of the information that we are using. We then describe the
development of our interface for a music collection of the
Carnatic music tradition.

2. ARCHITECTURE

This section presents the overall architecture of the Dunya
system. Dunya consists of three main aspects (Figure 1).
Firstly, raw data is gathered from many different sources.
This data includes audio and other information about the
music and musicians who performed it. The second as-
pect is the development of a data schema (a structured data
representation) that specifically reflects the concepts that
are found in a music tradition. The data schema allows us
to store relationships and similarities between items in the
database. The final part of Dunya is a graphical interface

1 Originally coming from the Arabic language, Dunya means more
precisely world in a metaphysical sense.



Figure 1. An architecture overview of Dunya. We gather raw data from a number of sources and combine them in a
structured database.

for exploring this structured data. The following sections
describe these three aspects in more detail.

3. RAW DATA

3.1 Audio recordings

The audio recordings are the core of Dunya. In order to
build our audio collection, we bought 300 audio CDs, con-
taining approximately 380 hours of audio and 1900 distinct
recordings. We will be extending this collection and hope
to reach 500 hours of audio in the next two years. We
ripped these audio CDs, and stored the recordings in our
file server.

3.2 Editorial metadata

Every audio recording of the collection is accompanied
by editorial metadata. Since most audio recordings come
from commercial CDs, the editorial metadata comes from
the cover or the booklet accompanying the CD. We use
MusicBrainz 2 to store and organise this metadata, which
includes names of recordings, releases, compositions, com-
posers, artists, and other culture-specific musical concepts.
Though Musicbrainz contains metadata for a large number
of audio and albums, most of the metadata of the audio
recordings that we obtained was not yet in MusicBrainz
and so we added it ourselves.

MusicBrainz is a very useful information source for us
for a number of reasons. MusicBrainz provides stable iden-
tifiers for musical entities, in the form of MusicBrainz Iden-
tifiers (MBIDs). These IDs are guaranteed to be unique

2 http://musicbrainz.org

over all items in the MusicBrainz database. This makes
it possible to unambiguously refer to a musician, compo-
sition, recording, or released album. For this project we
use MBIDs to refer to all entities in our corpus. We see
MusicBrainz as a useful tool in many fields of MIR re-
search to explicitly identify datasets used in research. It is
able to represent additional relationships in addition to the
typically used artist-release-recording model. An example
relationship that we preserve in our dataset is the informa-
tion indicating the people who performed on albums and
the instruments that they played. All factual data entered
into MusicBrainz becomes freely available under the Mu-
sicBrainz project’s licenses to be used for any desired use.
For a research project such as ours the free availability of
the data makes it a useful source for factual information.

3.3 Biographical metadata

Where they exist we use Wikipedia for biographies of artists
in our database. When MusicBrainz lists a link to Wikipedia
as the artists biography, we use that page. Where such a
link doesnt exist we create a link between MusicBrainz and
Wikipedia as part of our import process.

3.4 Images

We gather representative images for each item. We get
cover art images for commercial CDs from the Cover art
archive, 3 a free repository of CD cover art images. We
add cover images to the Cover art archive whenever we add
new CDs to MusicBrainz. Images of artists and composers

3 http://coverartarchive.org



are currently obtained from Wikipedia and other commu-
nity websites related to the culture whose music we are
working with. Images of instruments used in the musi-
cal culture are taken from Wikipedia and from repositories
containing images with a freely available license such as
Flickr.

3.5 Audio features

We compute low to mid level audio features from the audio
recordings in our music collection and store them with the
audio recordings. We are currently focusing on melodic
and rhythmic dimensions of the music and so have ex-
tracted low level audio features such as perceptual ampli-
tude, onsets, and predominant pitch [12]. For the Indian
music collections, we also extract the tonic pitch of the
lead performing artist [13]. We use the Essentia library [1],
an audio analysis library developed by our research group
that includes most of the common low and mid level fea-
ture analysis algorithms, to compute these features. We are
currently performing research on various culture specific
descriptors that will be integrated into Essentia and used
in Dunya as they become available. For example we are
currently working on intonation analysis [6], motivic anal-
ysis [11], and rāga characterisation [5]. The audio features
are stored in the system using the YAML format. 4

4. CULTURALLY STRUCTURED DATA

After we have gathered all of the raw data that is part of
a given corpus we organise it and store it in a database.
The information is stored using a schema that is designed
to reflect the culture that we are working with. We are cur-
rently working to develop cultural-specific schemas for all
music cultures that are part of the CompMusic project. For
this first version of the system, we have developed a basic
schema for Carnatic music which we discuss in Section 5.
In this section we discuss the main types of structured data
that we create (on top of the raw data) and display in our
corpus browsing application.

4.1 High level audio features

Carnatic music is based on well-established melodic and
rhythmic frameworks, rāga and tāla respectively. It is he-
terophonic with the most dominant characteristics of the
music arising from melody. Each melody is set in a specific
rāga. The main characteristics of rāga are the constituent
svaras (musical notes), their ascending and descending pro-
gressions, their role, and gamakas (ornamentations) sung/-
played with them, and characteristic phrases [7]. Several
descriptors are extracted from the audio for a comprehen-
sive description of melodies. These include tonic, F0 con-
tours, loudness and timbre of the predominant melodic source.
Given a rāga, the intonation of each svara is a function of
its role and the gamakas sung with it. A compact descrip-
tion of the overall intonation of svaras is extracted using
pitch histogram of a given recording [6]. Melodic motives

4 http://www.yaml.org

are extracted to retrieve the characteristic phrases of the
rāga [4, 11]. Intonation description and motives are then
used to establish similarity between performances. These,
coupled with the pitch contours [1] and the tonic provide a
good account of rāga.

When characterising the rhythmic structure of Carnatic
music the tāla cycle is the basis for repetitions of phrases
and motives. Tracking the progression of these cycles is es-
sential for a rhythmic description of a piece. Each tāla cy-
cle is divided into metrical positions, sometimes unequally
spaced. We extract these metrical positions of the tāla,
which are often called the beats of the tāla. Of all the po-
sitions, the first metrical position of the cycle, called the
sama is the most important. The work towards the com-
plete description of the tāla is in progress. Though tempo
is not clearly defined in Carnatic music, we presently ex-
tract the rhythmic density based on the onsets, which is an
indicator of the tempo of the piece.

The characterisation of rhythmic and melodic phrases
in Carnatic music and the extraction of these phrases is
research in progress. In addition we are also working to-
wards the structural segmentation of the music piece at dif-
ferent time scales such as motives of a phrase, phrases of
a piece, and pieces of a concert. These structural segmen-
tation features provide a perspective about the structure of
the performance and all these melodic description compo-
nents are the building blocks for developing melodic simi-
larity measures.

4.1.1 Analysing audio

We have developed an audio processing framework that is
used to compute the high level audio features from the au-
dio recordings in our corpus. Because the project is still
under active development it is important to be able to re-
analyse the audio whenever our analysis algorithm is mod-
ified, and to run the analysis on newly added audio. Our
audio processing is performed on a cluster of servers. Each
server in the cluster has access to a shared NFS disk that
contains the entire audio corpus. A central PostgreSQL
database keeps track of which audio files have been anal-
ysed by the algorithms. We use the Celery task queue sys-
tem 5 to distribute the analysis tasks to the machines in the
cluster. When audio is added to the corpus the cluster mas-
ter directs a worker machine to analyse an album using a
specific algorithm. Each worker performs analysis on its
workload and stores the results with the audio files, where
they become available to our browser application. By per-
forming the analysis using a cluster of servers we are able
to add more servers as our corpus grows. The result of
the analysis is stored in a log, allowing an administrator to
quickly check if there there was a problem with the analy-
sis of an album.

4.2 Structured editorial metadata

Our system stores structured editorial metadata for all items
in the corpus in a PostgreSQL database. This includes in-
formation from MusicBrainz as well as information that

5 http://www.celeryproject.org



Figure 2. The main entity types in Carnatic music and
their relationships.

we have obtained from other online sources such as Wiki-
pedia or websites that contain information and discussions
related to the style of music that we are working with.
Some information can be represented as ontologies, ex-
plicitly expressing the relationships between concepts used
in that culture. We store the RDF ontologies in a graph
database allowing us to navigate through related concepts
in our database. We initially attempted to access data on
demand via APIs provided by each service that provides
data for our corpus, however we abandoned this approach
for two reasons. Firstly, the time taken to perform queries
on all dependent sites in order to display the relevant in-
formation on a page would take too long. Secondly, by
controlling all of the metadata in our database we are able
to create relationships between items in the database that
may not exist in the other data sources we are using. We
keep references to all of our external sources in order to di-
rect users to them if they wish to find more information. By
storing the date at which data was taken from an external
source we can periodically refresh the data by checking if
the source information has changed since we last accessed
it. Because we store all of the relevant information in a
local database it is also possible to take the entire collec-
tion and access it locally in situations where an Internet
connection is not available.

5. BROWSER

The Dunya front-end is a web-based application written
in Python using the Django web framework, 6 with an in-
teractive interface written in Javascript. The interface is
designed to work on a range of computing devices.

We also plan to make the same data that we show in
the browser available in a machine-readable format. To
do this we will use the Music Ontology initiative [10] to
provide an endpoint that lets people write systems to query
the items in our database using publicly known identifiers
such as MBIDs.

For the Carnatic music collection we focus on seven
main concepts that are important to the culture surround-
ing the music. The concepts are: artist, composer, work,

6 https://www.djangoproject.com

Figure 3. The search navigation interface showing a query
for items related to a specific rāga and two artists.

recording, concert, rāga, and tāla. We refer to each in-
stance of one of these concepts as entities. For every entity
in our database we are able to show the information that
we have gathered from linked sites as well as suggestions
for other entities that are related to the currently viewed
one. rāga and tāla are concepts that are represented as
attributes of a work. These works are performed by musi-
cians at concerts. Concerts are a fundamental musical unit
in the Carnatic culture and so we use these as a type of
entity. Almost all albums of this kind of music are record-
ings of live concerts. We have developed ontologies for the
rāga and instrument entity types for Carnatic music.

5.1 Search and discovery

In Dunya we provide two different ways to find music and
other items in the collection. The search interface allows
a user to type in the name of any entity or concept that
we store in the database. As the user types in the search
box we suggest recommendations that they might wish to
use. We show results of all entities that contain the text
that the user has entered. When searching we also con-
sider alternative spellings of entities due to different ways
of romanising Indian text to Latin characters. We make use
of alternative spellings entered in MusicBrainz, as well as
a fuzzy Levenshtein distance-based measurement.

The second search interface is an interactive browser
(Figure 3). For each of the core concepts (artist, composer,
work, concert, rāga, and tāla) we show filters that allow
users to find entities that match certain criteria. For exam-
ple, an artist can be filtered by a time period, the musical
school that they trained in, or the region that they are from.
The data for these filters comes from online sources such
as biographies. A user can query with as many concepts as
they like. As more queries are added the number of rele-
vant results returned is reduced.

5.2 Entity pages

Once the user selects an entity in the search results we
show a page describing it. At the top of the page we show
editorial and relationship data. This information comes
from the information that is present in Musicbrainz, as well
as from other linked information that we have discovered.
For example, the page for an artist shows basic biograph-
ical information such as their name and birth and death
dates. The page includes biographical information if we



Figure 4. Visual display of a recording in Dunya. Suggestions for similar recordings are shown underneath the audio
player.

have been able to source it with a link to the original en-
try. Where available we also show an image of the entity.
Artist pages show an image of the person, while for con-
certs we show the cover art of a CD if available. We also
show links to other related entities. For example, the page
for an artist will show concerts that they have played in and
the instrument that they play. The page for a rāga shows
composers that often wrote compositions using that rāga
and popular compositions written using it.

One core concept in Dunya is to be able to listen to
a relevant sound sample for each entity. In the display
of each entity there is a button that when pressed plays
a sound fragment that has been automatically chosen for
its relevance. From the chosen fragment a user would be
able to access the entity of the full recording that the seg-
ment comes from. Audio recordings are added to a global
playlist that continues playing as the user navigates around
the corpus. At any point in time the user can view the
playlist, edit it, or go to the recording page of the currently
playing track.

5.3 Recording entity

One of the primary entity interfaces that we are developing
in Dunya is the view that represents a single audio record-
ing. Most of the technologies developed in this project re-
sult in new methods to analyse and understand audio and
the recording page is where we visually show the results
of the analysis while playing the recording (Figure 4). The
recording interface overlays the extracted features on top
of a visual representation of the recording. In this version
of the system we show two types of low-level audio fea-
tures and three types of higher level features on the record-
ing page.

We show two different representations of the audio. The
upper view shows a time-domain waveform, and the lower
one shows a spectral view. These views can be zoomed in
to see data in more detail. For performance reasons we
pre-render the low-level visualisations at different zoom
levels and draw the features on top of them. Between the
two views there is a full-length representation of the time-
domain signal. This gives an indication of the progress
through the track even if the other views are zoomed in.
On the time-domain waveform we show extracted rhyth-



mic information. This information indicates the metrical
positions of the tāla of the recording. On the lower spec-
trogram image we show the pitch contour of the extracted
melody of the recording. To the left of the spectrogram is a
histogram of the predominant pitches in the entire record-
ing. We indicate the tonic pitch of the recording with a
horizontal line across this image. A playback cursor is
shown on both of these visualisations as the recording is
being played back. As the recording plays we indicate the
current predominant pitch on the histogram to the side of
the melody pane.

Below the audio player we show recordings that are
similar according to the distance metrics that we have de-
veloped. Currently we show recordings that have a similar
tāla (metrical framework) and rāga (melodic framework).
The list of recordings is ordered by the similarity of the
recordings to the current recording. The first recordings in
the list may have the same rāga as the current recording,
however following recordings may use rāgas that are are
related based on the ontologies that we have developed.

6. CONCLUSIONS

We have presented Dunya, a music discovery system be-
ing developed as part of the CompMusic project designed
to support the exploration of a music corpus using concepts
relevant to the particular musical culture of the corpus.
The application displays the typical information shown in
music playback applications, but also includes additional
information collected from a variety of sources and in-
formation that has been automatically computed from the
recorded audio. It stores a complex set of relationships be-
tween the items in the database. With this information a
user can explore given music collection and discover mu-
sically relevant relationships. The architecture of the sys-
tem and the interface have been designed to support cul-
tural specificity, starting in this paper with Carnatic mu-
sic. In the near future we will extend the system to the
rest of the music collections we are working with and we
will continue integrating research results resulting from the
CompMusic project to enhance the discovery capabilities
of Dunya.
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